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ConceptNet1 , DBpedia [6], Probase [7], Google’s knowledge
graph [8] and so on. With the successful applications in
semantic search, automatic question and answering, digital reading, etc, more and more knowledge computation
methodologies based on the knowledge bases, such as the
intent-aware query similarity calculation [9] and the link
inference techniques [10] are established so as to make
the knowledge computation engine a full-ﬂedged life cycle.
Well-known examples of the knowledge computational engines include Wolframalpha2, NELL, Google’s knowledge
graph, Probase, KB in WalmartLabs [11], etc.
However, due to the 5Vs of the network big data, there
is still room for improvement of current knowledge computational engines to systematically understand the intrinsic
semantics in the network big data. Firstly, most knowledge
computational engines are set up in a coarse and errorprone manner by disregarding the diversity and ambiguity
of network big data. For example, when extracting the is-a
relationship between concepts and instances, state-of-the-art
Hearst pattern based syntactic or semantic iteration methods always sacriﬁce recall for precision owing to the stiff
extraction rules. This leads to the missing of a considerable
ﬁne-grained concepts or relations, and furthermore affects
the subsequent knowledge computation task. Secondly, it
still lacks an efﬁcient way to capture and discover newly
emerging instances. For example, many knowledge bases
do not consider appropriate incremental update strategies
for timely update in accordance with the velocity of the
network big data. By carefully analyzing the core techniques
and methods of current knowledge bases from four aspects,
we discover the deﬁciency in regard with the 5Vs of network big data. To cover these shortages, we introduce the
knowledge computational engine for network big data, the
Open Knowledge Network (i.e. OpenKN). Furthermore, we
demonstrate its merits for knowledge discovery. Speciﬁcally,
the contributions of our work are two-fold:
1. We propose a self-adaptive knowledge computational
engine for network big data, i.e., the OpenKN. The selfadaptiveness of OpenKN enables the engine to incrementally

Abstract—With the coming of the era of big data, it is most
urgent to establish the knowledge computational engine for
the purpose of discovering implicit and valuable knowledge
from the huge, rapidly dynamic, and complex network data.
In this paper, we ﬁrst survey the mainstream knowledge
computational engines from four aspects and point out their
deﬁciency. To cover these shortages, we propose the open
knowledge network (OpenKN), which is a self-adaptive and
evolutionable knowledge computational engine for network big
data. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst work of
designing the end-to-end and holistic knowledge processing
pipeline in regard with the network big data. Moreover, to
capture the evolutionable computing capability of OpenKN,
we present the evolutionable knowledge network for knowledge
representation. A case study demonstrates the effectiveness of
the evolutionable computing of OpenKN.
Keywords-open knowledge network; knowledge computational engine; evolutionable knowledge network; evolutionable
computing

I. I NTRODUCTION
Network big data refers to the massive data generated
in the cyberspace and available on the Internet. It has a
few typical features, such as multi-sourced, heterogeneous,
interactive, bursty, and noisy. More formally, the features of
big data can be deﬁned in four dimensions, or 4Vs: volume
(amount of data), variety (range of data types and sources),
velocity (speed of data generation and manipulation in and
out), veracity (integrity of data for users to trust it). In
addition to the 4Vs, researchers also added a ﬁfth V, namely
Value, which refers to the usefulness or importance of data.
Network big data implicitly contains tremendous highlyinterconnected knowledge. Building up knowledge computational engine is an effective means for mining rich
knowledge. Generally, a knowledge computational engine
is an end-to-end and holistic knowledge processing pipeline
containing the initial data crawling, knowledge extraction
and maintenance, knowledge understanding and computation, and the ﬁnal knowledge application and service.
As a universal infrastructure of knowledge computational
engine, the web oriented knowledge bases mainly consisting
of concepts, instances and relations have been extensively
studied and built in recent years. Typical examples include
KnowItAll [1], NELL [2], Freebase [3], YAGO [4], [5],
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Therefore, the semantic-level iteration techniques emerged.
Typical example is Probase [7], a probabilistic knowledge
base owing to Microsoft. The iteration also uses a ﬁxed
set of syntactic patterns, but relies on existing background
knowledge in a probabilistic manner to understand the text
semantically. For example, for the sentence “animals other
than dogs such as cats”, the syntactic iteration will extract
(cat isA dog), which the semantic iteration obtain the correct
result (cat isA animal), because it detected probabilistically
that the likelihood of animals given the cats is much higher
than the likelihood of dogs given the cats. This intuition
makes sense since it is much less likely for sentences like
“dogs such as cats” than those like “animals such as cats”.
The automatic iteration methods, i.e. both the syntactic
and the semantic ones, still have limitations toward the
velocity and veracity of network big data. On one hand, the
veracity of the data makes the template-based methods invalid in the newly-established context in which no syntactic
or semantic patterns have been predeﬁned, or the predeﬁned
patterns cause semantic drift [14]. This is especially true
for short texts, such as tweets, Facebook posts, etc. For
more detail, see [15]. On the other hand, exactly identifying
entities becomes harder due to the issue of ambiguity
throughout the texts. Traditional techniques like the named
entity disambiguation methods (e.g. methods based on the
context similarity), are not effectively applicable because of
the scarcity of critical context and evidence around the web.

update itself by capturing newly emerging instances and
concepts over time, and have the capability of evolutionable
computing.
2. To characterize the evolutionable computing of OpenKN,
we present the evolutionable knowledge network, which is
a heterogeneous network with nodes and edges anchored
with the temporal and spatial information as well as their
correlation. A case is studied to show the effectiveness of
the evolutionable computing of OpenKN.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we brieﬂy survey the construction techniques
of the mainstream knowledge computational engines. In
Section III, we introduce OpenKN and its architecture,
demonstrate its two salient features. A case study is described to show the effectiveness of OpenKN in the scenario
of relation inference in Section IV. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Section V.
II. T HE M AINSTREAM K NOWLEDGE C OMPUTATIONAL
E NGINES
In this section, we survey the existing techniques related
to the knowledge computational engine from the aspect of its
important component, i.e. the knowledge base. Speciﬁcally,
we unfold the story from four aspects: the construction of
knowledge bases from various data sources, the integration
of external knowledge to enlarge the knowledge bases, the
update of knowledge bases, and various applications of
knowledge bases. Each aspect is concluded by one or two
limitations with regard to the 5Vs of network big data.

B. Web-scale integration of various knowledge bases
The web-scale integration of different knowledge bases
can be formalized into many issues, including ontology matching, ontology mapping, ontology integration, etc.
These issues mainly have the roots of two identiﬁers, i.e.,
identifying duplicate entities or instances, and identifying
similar classes.
The instance identiﬁer, also known as entity co-reference
resolution, identity uncertainty and record linkage, has been
extensively studied in duplication elimination, object consolidation and other areas. The naive method is based on
string similarity, such as the edit distance between strings.
Afterwards, the machine learning techniques are integrated
by adding domain knowledge into the process of similarity
computation. These two methods have the limitation on
scalability over large data and across different domains.
Recent progress relies on the context of the entities, such
as entity attributes, relations, or the natural language texts
around them. For example, given two entities, we can ﬁnd
Wikipedia articles of themselves or their synonyms, and then
compute the similarity of the vector created by the bag-ofwords collection from the Wikipedia articles [16]. However,
these context-based methods are again unrealistic in real data
because of the little contextual information.
The class identiﬁer aims to match and merge two classes
in the knowledge bases. Most related work tries to quantify

A. The construction of knowledge bases
To build a web knowledge base, one needs to extract the
instances or entities, concepts or classes, and the relations
from the web. Generally, this can be obtained by information
extraction techniques from the web. Early techniques, due
to the particular domain and limited volume of data, depend
mostly on human annotation and expertise. This needs costly
efforts but leads to a relatively high precise of the extraction
results. In this sense, automatic methods are proposed which
enable machines to understand the web texts. We mainly
discuss the automatic information extraction techniques in
this paper.
The automatic extraction methods of building a knowledge base generally consist of two types: the syntactic iteration method and the semantic iteration method [7]. Former
examples include KnowItAll [1], TextRunner [12], [13] and
NELL [2], which adopt the so called bootstrapping strategy
by starting with a predeﬁned syntactic pattern or seed, and
then generating new patterns to guide further extraction. The
syntactic patterns are usually of high quality, such as the
Hearst patterns, which seem to be very rare in large scale
web texts. Meanwhile, due to the ambiguity of language, the
syntactic method is limited to understand the deep semantic
differences in texts, especially in short texts of microblogs.
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then unsupervised learning method is designed, such as
the Sherlock system [18]. To overcome the low efﬁciency
and limited inference space, the probabilistic ingredient is
integrated. The Holmes system [19] uses the inference rules
to construct a forest of proof trees, and then employs the
approximate probabilistic inference of Markov logic networks. Aside from these syntactic inference rules, weighted
rules, and syntactic-semantic rules have been proposed and
proven to be more ﬂexible. For example, Lao et al. [20]
established the extended path ranking algorithm combining
both semantic and syntactic information encoded as relations
in the knowledge base.
The relation inference in knowledge base still meets
many opportunities. For instance, the massive volume of the
knowledge base makes training computationally expensive.
Although some speed-up techniques, such as Map-Reduce
distribution framework, stratiﬁed sampling or piecewise indexed skills, are introduced, it is still not easy to say how
much it really works quantitatively, e.g., to what extent the
techniques can improve inference.

the similarity between the set of instances of the two
classes, while others incorporate more criterions other than
the instance-based methods. For example, in Probase, two
classes are matched by measuring the similarity between
the sets of their attributes. Although much work has been
done on the integration of knowledge bases, there still
exists much room for improvement. The heterogeneity of
different ontologies and knowledge sources (the veracity of
big data) makes the integration a tough task, in spite of the
utility of some universal languages, e.g., RDF, OWL during
the knowledge representation procedure. Moreover, most
approaches addressing the integration are only examined and
applied on small-scale knowledge bases [17]. An efﬁcient
and scalable integration framework harnessing trillions of
entities and concepts is still an active research area in the
big data era.
C. Web-scale update of knowledge bases
The update of knowledge bases is very important due
to the dynamics of knowledge in daily life. The update
of knowledge base includes updating the entities, concepts,
relations, attributes, and other auxiliary information. However, there is little literature on this topic. Most knowledge
bases adopt a reconstruction scheme on a relatively small
data set. Even they considered the issue of incremental
update, the scope is intensive and conservative. For example,
recently Deshpande et al. [11] proposed an update strategy
by reconstructing almost the entire knowledge base and
considering certain simple incremental rules for the rest
knowledge base. They used parallel processing to minimize
the time in the entire reconstruction process and employed a
data analyst to curate the knowledge base during the process.
Similar examples include NELL [2], which fulﬁlled the
update by the “never-ending” and “self-correct” techniques.
Speciﬁcally, it retrained over time in a self-supervised manner to continue knowledge acquisition, and when errors
occurred, experts are introduced for the maintenance and
curation every few weeks.
As is stated above, the update of knowledge base is also
confronted with challenges. For instance, the velocity of
data forces the knowledge base to detect the changes, assess
and validate the updates, and manage them. Moreover, an
incremental update strategy with minimal cost is highly
preferred.

III. O PEN KN
In this section, we shall introduce the knowledge computational engine OpenKN and its two salient features.
Firstly, the architecture of OpenKN is depicted in Fig.
1. From Fig. 1, we can see that the four components of

D. Various applications of knowledge bases
Among the various applications of knowledge bases,
we elaborate the relation inference task between entities
in knowledge bases. For other applications, readers can
refer to [15]. Generally, there is plenty of literature on
relation inference in knowledge bases. Early research mostly
depended on the classical logical rules, such as the ﬁrstorder Horn clauses, the FOIL algorithm and its variant
nFOIL. These rules are hand-crafted at the beginning, and

Figure 1.

The architecture of OpenKN

OpenKN, i.e., the knowledge base construction, the knowledge validation and veriﬁcation as well as the knowledge
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computation, the knowledge repositories, and the knowledge
service and applications are listed in a bottom-up manner.
These components provide an end-to-end knowledge processing workﬂow from the initial knowledge acquisition,
knowledge integration, knowledge computation, knowledge
validation and veriﬁcation, knowledge repositories, and the
ﬁnal knowledge service and applications. We shall elaborate
the ﬁrst three components in detail respectively.
Firstly, the knowledge base construction of OpenKN is
made up of two phrases in logical viewpoint, that is, the
knowledge acquisition phrase and the knowledge integration
phrase. The former phrase aims to extract concepts, entities
or instances, relations from web pages, the online encyclopedia, and core glossary, etc. The latter phrase means temporal
integration and multi-sourced integration. In particular, to
demonstrate the idea of knowledge base construction in
physical viewpoint, we redraw and organize the knowledge
base construction in Fig. 2. It follows from Fig. 2 that the
knowledge base of OpenKN includes two sub-bases from
bottom up: (1) The general foundation base for the commonsense knowledge, i.e., the entities, relations, concepts
that everyone knows. This can be established by extracting knowledge from the online encyclopedia, such as the
Wikipedia, etc. (2) N domain-speciﬁc bases from domain 1
to domain n listed from left to right. According to the source
of data of the domain knowledge, each domain-speciﬁc base
can be further divided into three parts, the induced general
foundation base (induced GFB), the domain foundation base,
and the domain web base. For the induced GFB, it contains
the commonsense knowledge inherited from the general
foundation base to describe domain common knowledge. For
the domain foundation base, it is built by collecting domainspeciﬁc dictionaries, such as the core glossary, etc. Finally,
to capture the latest and real-time domain knowledge, we
have to extract it from the huge amount of web pages,
such as the latest news reported by the mainstream social
medias to build the domain web base. In Fig. 2, black
and orange circles represent the knowledge extracted from
the web pages, and the edges between them denote their
relations. With the newly emerging web pages, the domainspeciﬁc bases grow adaptively. Last but not least, to reuse the
well-known external knowledge bases, such as Freebase and
YAGO, we also carry out the knowledge integration work.
To sum up, after the knowledge base construction phrase,
we obtain the explicit knowledge, namely, the raw material
directly obtained from data.

Figure 2.

The knowledge base construction of OpenKN

such as the Neo4j3 , Titan4 . More precisely, GDB consists
Nodes and Edges, where each Node has a unique ID and
supports a bunch of multi-valued attributes (e.g. lifetime,
source of data, etc.), and each Edge has a unique Id and
support a bunch of multi-valued relations (e.g. lifetime,
weight, source of information, etc.). Overall, GDB describes
a heterogeneous network different from the existing model
called the evolutionable knowledge network, and we shall
discuss this network later. To ensure the scalability, GDB
is established based on HBase with a series of Tables for
Nodes and Edges, respectively.
Thirdly, the knowledge validation and veriﬁcation process
aims to check the redundancy, conﬂict or contradiction, and
incompleteness of the knowledge obtained by the knowledge base construction by means of expertise. Meanwhile,
the knowledge computation process includes the attribute
computing, the relation computing, the instance computing,
etc. For the detail of the knowledge computation process,
we shall discuss later with the second feature of OpenKN.
Next, we focus on the two features of OpenKN: the selfadaptability and evolutionable computing. These two features together explain the exact meaning of the terminology
“open” of OpenKN.
A. The self-adaptability of OpenKN
The self-adaptability of OpenKN is reﬂected in two
schemes, the adaptive knowledge evolution process (AKEP)
and the adaptive knowledge acquisition strategy (AKAS)
shown in Fig. 3.
More precisely, AKEP is used to describe the law of
knowledge explosion, which can be divided into two phrases: the self-update of the knowledge base of OpenKN
and the syntactic-semantic integration with other similar
knowledge bases. In the self-update process, the growth
can be accomplished by two effective operations on the
knowledge bases: addition (⊕) and multiplication (⊗), and
a set of elementary rules. The elementary rules are used
for the evolution of primitive knowledge bases, where the
primitive knowledge bases are deﬁned to be the knowledge
bases which cannot be represented by others under the two

Secondly, as another infrastructure of OpenKN, we design
the Graph-based DataBase (GDB for short) as a huge knowledge repository supporting more than 10 billion explicit
knowledge storage. Speciﬁcally, GDB is a new property
graph data model with extensions on the deﬁnition of nodes
and edges in contrast with the traditional graph data model,

3 http://www.neo4j.org
4 http://thinkaurelius.github.io/titan/
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1) The evolutionable knowledge network: An evolutionable knowledge network is a heterogeneous network in
which vertices and edges are anchored in both time and
space, and a series of functions. More formally, given a
time set T and a set S of spatial information, an evolutional
knowledge network GT,S is a network deﬁned as a eighttuple
GT,S = (V, E, φ, ψ, θ, τ, λ, η),

Figure 3.

where V is the set of vertices, E is the set of labeled edges,
i.e., the set of triples (u, v, r) for u, v ∈ V and r ∈ R.
φ : V → A is the type mapping function on the vertex
set such that each vertex v ∈ V is assigned a single type
φ(v) ∈ A. ψ : E → R is the relation mapping function such
that each pair of vertices is assigned at most |R| relations.
θ : V → 2T is the time mapping function on the vertex set
V returning the set of timestamps describing the lifetime of
a given vertex, where 2T is the power set of T . τ : E → 2T
is the time mapping function on the edge set E returning the
set of timestamps of the presence of a given edge. Note that
we record the timestamps of both the vertices and the edges.
λ : V → 2S is the space mapping function on the vertex
set V returning the set of spatial information describing
the geographical activities of a given vertex, where 2S is
the power set of S. η : E → 2S is the space mapping
function on the edge set E returning the set of spatial
information describing the happening places of a given edge.
Note that we record the time and space of both vertices and
edges in the evolutionable knowledge network. It should be
mentioned that since the knowledge bases of OpenKN can be
domain-speciﬁc, the evolutionable knowledge network can
be domain-speciﬁc in the same manner, in which the vertex
type mapping function φ and relation type mapping function
ψ are domain-dependent.
Let us take the domain of academia as an example.
In an academic evolutionable knowledge network, vertices can be mapped to ﬁve types: authors (A), papers
(P), conferences (C), organizations (O), and domain key
words (K). Edges may represent the coauthor relationship
between authors, the citation relationship between paper,
etc. Moreover, each node is anchored in various temporal
and spatial information, e.g. birthday, birthplace, afﬁliation,
date of graduation, etc. Similarly, edges, are also anchored
in time and space, e.g., those between two authors keep
tracking of their collaboration year and city. We illustrate
one snippet of such evolutionable knowledge network in
Fig. 4. where the evolutionable knowledge network has
the set of vertices V = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n},
the time set T = {t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 , t6 } and the space set
S = {s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 , s5 }. On the right-hand side of the ﬁgure,
we list some functions and their corresponding values.
For example, the equation ψ(a, b, coauthor) = coauthor,
states that the two vertices a and b have the coauthor
relationship. The equation φ(a) = A indicates that vertex

The self-adaptability of OpenKN

effective operations. The primitive knowledge bases can be
interpreted as the basis of the vector space of the knowledge
bases, and other knowledge bases can be represented as
the linear combination of the primitive bases under the
operations ⊕ and ⊗. For the terminology of vector space, see
[21]. On the other hand, the integration of two knowledge
bases can be divided into two operations: the semantic-level
integration S⊕ and the syntactic-level integration T⊕ .
AKAS aims to acquire dynamic knowledge over time
and space. Given the network big data, AKAS uses the
component “ﬁlter” to generate the syntactic-semantic extraction patterns, e.g. such-as, is-a. The ﬁlter is composed
of knowledge base rules (KB) and new data perceptron.
KB rules guarantee the relative consistence of extraction
patterns with different types of data, while the new data
perceptron is used to examine whether new data appears so
as to adjust extraction strategies. The extraction patterns can
be adjusted both by themselves and by the extraction results
in turn. For the self-adjustment phrase, for example, when
the pattern “such as” meets some exceptions, e.g. “animals
other than dogs such as cats”, it can not only detect this in
the probabilistic way that Probase does, but also recognize
them in virtue of fuzzy ontology techniques, see [22] for
preliminary terminology. The external adjustment means
the extraction rules can be adjusted by the ﬁnal extraction
results.
The self-adaptability of OpenKN can effectively meet the
challenge of the velocity of network big data. On one hand,
it makes the knowledge base enable to capture the newly
emerging data. On the other hand, different rules like the
elementary rules and the KB rules, keep the update with the
pace of time.
B. The evolutionable computing of OpenKN
To demonstrate the evolutionable computing characteristic
of OpenKN, we ﬁrst deﬁne the evolutionable knowledge
network for knowledge representation. This representation is
also the prototype or graph data model which our knowledge
repository GDB describes.
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Figure 5. The procedures of evolutionable knowledge network to perceive
new knowledge network and update itself.

Figure 4. An evolutional knowledge network GT,S . The ﬁve different
colors, i.e., blue, purple, red, gray and green of vertices can be mapped to
the ﬁve types A, P, C, O, K, respectively.

a is of type A. The equations θ(a) = {t1 , t2 } and λ(a) =
{s1 , s3 } are the values of the time mapping function and
space mapping function on vertex a, respectively. Similarly,
τ (a, b, coauthor) = {t1 , t4 } and η(a, b, coauthor) = {s2 }
are the values of the time mapping function and space
mapping function on the edge (a, b, coauthor), respectively.
The evolutional knowledge network of OpenKN is said to
be evolutionable in two ways. On one hand, the network can
capture the newly emerging data, or from the viewpoint of
structure, the “newly emerging knowledge network” from
the web, and acquire it promptly to update itself. On
the other hand, the knowledge network can integrate the
data of other knowledge bases, by converting them to the
required form, or in other words, the “revised knowledge
network”, and then assimilating them to compose a new
knowledge network. These processes are illustrated in Fig.
5 and 6. In Fig. 5, the leftmost network is an established
evolutionable knowledge network. When new knowledge is
acquired, it is integrated into the existing one by two steps.
Firstly, the new knowledge is represented as a knowledge
network, and is linked with the existing knowledge in the
knowledge network. Secondly, the vertices and edges of the
new knowledge network “interact” with those in the existing
knowledge network, and ﬁnally they become a whole part.
In Fig. 6, the existing knowledge base is ﬁrst transformed
into the revised knowledge network. Then the integration
procedure is done by following the scenario in Fig. 5.
The evolutionable property of evolutionable knowledge
network leads to a complete evolution life cycle [23] for the
network evolution in literature, including detecting the need
for evolution, suggesting changes, validating the changes,
assessing the impact of evolution, and managing changes.
Meanwhile, the evolution is soft so as to guarantee the
freshness of the network. Note that we can also deﬁne the
primitive evolutionable knowledge networks corresponding
to the primitive knowledge bases mentioned in Fig. 3.
2) The evolutionable computing operators of OpenKN:
The evolutionable computing of OpenKN can be formalized
by two categories of operators, or say the evolutionable
computing operators including the vertex operators and the
edge operators. Speciﬁcally, the vertex operators of OpenKN

Figure 6. The procedures of evolutionable knowledge network to transform existing knowledge base to an evolutionable knowledge network for
integration.

are divided into three sub-operators, the vertex extraction operators, the vertex-level integration operators and the vertex
inference operators. Similarly, the edge operators are divided
into three sub-operators, the relation extraction operators, the
edge-level integration operators and the relation inference
operators. In particular, all these sub-operators involve the
operations on the temporal and spatial information assigned
to each vertex and edge. These operators are also embodied in the adaptive knowledge evolution process and the
adaptive knowledge acquisition strategy mentioned before.
Namely, the vertex and edge extraction operators contribute
the adaptive knowledge acquisition strategy, and the other
operators account for the adaptive knowledge evolution process. The proposal of the evolutionable computing operators
of OpenKN is the ﬁrst work to summarize all algorithms
concerning the holistic knowledge processing pipeline. It can
help to deeply discover the intrinsic value of the network
big data, and provides a comprehensive overview of different operations and their interactions during the knowledge
computation process.
IV. C ASE STUDY
In this part, we show one type of evolutionable computing
operators of OpenKN, denoted by KP-LIM to make the
relation inference in the domain of academia. We crawl
the data from the scholar bibliographic website SoScholar5,
5 http://soscholar.com
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in the brackets (i.e. (2)) followed by some relations states
that the relations are written twice and they are undirected.

and build the academic evolutionable knowledge network
which contains ﬁve types of vertices: Author (A), Paper
(P), Organization (O), Conferences (C), and Key words (K).
Note that the SoScholar website is established “openly” from
many sources, such as the DBLP bibliography network, the
ACM digital libarary, the IEEE digital libarary. We select a
subset of authors in the website who have published more
than 3 papers in top conferences in ﬁve areas, i.e. Information Retrieval, Data Mining, Artiﬁcial Intelligence, Machine
Learning, and Computer Science, between 1928 and 2012
as the seed users. Then we continue to ﬁnd their coauthors,
afﬁliated organizations, and key words mentioned in their
paper. In total, the number of authors, paper, organizations,
conferences, and key words is about 7 million, 10 million,
500 thousand, 14 thousand, and 40 thousand, respectively.
Summing up these numbers leads to 17,680,000 vertices
of the academic evolutionable knowledge network. For the
edges of academic evolutionable knowledge network, we list
the types of their ends and relations in TABLE I. In total, the
number of pairs of vertices with these relations is 79,611,027
in the data set. Besides, we also collect the creating time and
the spatial information of all the relations. For example, the
relation “write” is anchored in the timestamp when the paper
was published, and in the venue (i.e., conference) where
the paper was published. For the spatiotemporal information
of vertices, for the sake of simplicity, we only record the
authors lifetime when he was afﬁliated in an organization,
and the author’s locations as his afﬁliated organizations.

Table II
A SNIPPET OF THE REMOVED TRIANGLES .
Types of ends
A, A
P, P
O, O
A, P
A, A

Removed triangles
A←P →A
P ←K→P
O←P →O
A←P →P
A←C→A

Based on the Soscholar data set, we examine the performance of the operator KP-LIM by comparing it with
the Logistic regression method that is frequently used for
link inference task as the supervised baseline, and the
best unsupervised predictor M-CN+ANC+OAWpres (CN for
short) proposed in [24]. To evaluate the performance of
different approaches, we use the commonly used measure
Precision. The comparison is illustrated in Fig 7, where the
number of fractions of missing links, denoted by α is the
percentage of the sampled missing links over the total links
between vertices in the evolutionable knowledge network. It
can be seen that KP-LIM performs best for each value of
the fraction. Moreover, as α increases, KP-LIM outperforms
better than any of the other methods. Speciﬁcally, KP-LIM
obtains about 1% ∼ 22% increase on precision compared
with the Logistic method, and about 20% ∼ 36% increase on
precision compared with the CN method. On average, these
two increases are about 8% and 24%. This demonstrates the
effectiveness of the KP-LIM.

Table I
T HE TYPES OF ENDS AND RELATIONS OF EDGES .
Types of relations
write, written by
publish, published by
mention, mentioned by
employee, employer
cite, cited by

CN
Logistic
KP−LIM

1

0.8

Precision

Types of ends
A,P
C,P
P,K
A,O
P,P

Types of relations
coauthor (2)
same mention (2)
collaboration (2)
cite,cited by
coauthor (2)

0.6

0.4

After establishing the academic evolutionable knowledge
network, we continue to determine the primitive knowledge
networks. In fact, it can be veriﬁed that this can be done
by extracting some speciﬁc triangles in the evolutionable
knowledge network. Therefore, we ﬁnd all the triangles in
the academic evolutionable knowledge network and randomly pick up 1500 triangles such that the vertices cover all
the ﬁve vertex types. Then we arbitrarily remove one edge
from each triangle such that the relations of the removed
edges are as heterogeneous as possible, and keep track of
these triangles. For example, in TABLE II, we list a snippet
of such removed triangles. The third column presents the
types of the three vertices and the two edges of the triangle
such that the two vertices typed in the ﬁrst column can be
inferred as the relation in the second column. For example,
two authors with type A’s are coauthor relationship if they
wrote the same paper typed in P. In particular, the number
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Figure 7. The precision obtained by using the three relation inference
methods over the increasing fractions of missing links.

V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, we ﬁrst survey the current knowledge
computational engines. Then to meet the demand of realtime and accurate knowledge acquisition and discovery
from network big data, we introduce the notion of open
knowledge network, a self-adaptive knowledge computational engine for network big data. And then elaborate its major
characteristics to address the knowledge processing toward
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the 5Vs of network big data. Finally, we describe a case
study for the evolutionable computing operator of OpenKN.

[12] A. Yates, M. Cafarella, M. Banko, O. Etzioni, M. Broadhead,
and S. Soderland, “Textrunner: open information extraction
on the web,” in Proceedings of Human Language Technologies: The Annual Conference of the North American
Chapter of the Association for Computational Linguistics:
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2007, pp. 25–26.
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